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Eva Fredrikson has extensive experience in the TMT sector, in particular commercial agreements. She is
engaged in outsourcing projects, procurements of IT and communications systems and services, Internet and
ecommerce related projects, fixed and mobile communications services, as well as television distribution. She
also advises on TMT related issues in M&A transactions.
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Mentions
Clients say that Eva Fredrikson is "very knowledgeable, experienced and pragmatic, with a good eye for detail." Another interviewee enthuses: "She identifies the
key issues at the outset and provides elegant solutions to complicated issues. Her advice is on point, clear and fast. She is also very good at reading the
counterparty's reactions and can create a good atmosphere during lengthy negotiations." Chambers & Partners 2019
Eva Fredrikson is ranked as Notable practitioner at IFLR 1000 2019
Sources highlight Eva Fredriksons detailed and thorough approach as a key asset. - Chambers & Partners 2018
Eva Fredrikson primarily handles commercial agreements in the IT industry, including outsourcing projects and IT procurement as well as M&A transactions in the
sector. - Chambers & Partners 2017
Eva Fredrikson is a well-respected lawyer within the TMT sector, focusing particularly on commercial agreements. Her expertise covers the procurement of IT
systems, outsourcing projects, internet and e-commerce, as well as TV distribution rights. Clients say: "She has extensive knowledge regarding the IT business
and IT contracts. She's quick to understand our challenges, delivers on time and is precise in her answers." - Chambers & Partners 2016
Co-head Eva Fredrikson is known for her experience in IT and telecoms matters, particularly in relation to outsourcing and procurement. She also handles
M&A-related matters. Recent experience includes procurement tenders and IT outsourcing. - Chambers & Partners 2015
IT practitioner Eva Fredrikson is highlighted for her ability to "not only identify problems and risks, but also come up with solutions." She is further praised for her
collaborative working style and responsiveness". - Chambers & Partners 2014

